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MESSAGE

“A university without its students is just an empty space, it is students like you who transform it into a place of ideas
fostering creativity and innovation” 
My greetings to the graduands and their family members! 
It is a pleasure to write to all the bright minds from the batch of 2022. Exactly 4 years ago, the second batch at the institution arrived
at this campus, excited to start a new journey in their careers and anxious about where the path will take them. Looking back to the
time spent in the last 3 to 4 years, I am confident that you all have enjoyed your time at college with each other and are eagerly
waiting energetically and passionately to venture out and explore the real world. Your batch has been one of the few who has
witnessed a plethora of changes in and around the world during the span of college years. The global pandemic has put us all in
uncomfortable and stressful situations in many aspects of our personal, professional and social lives. With the focus of education
shifting from the traditional in-classroom approach, the pandemic has played a pivotal role marking the shift towards online and hybrid
learning and making us adapt to new and untested methods very quickly.  

THE PRESIDENT
Dr. P.Satyanarayanan

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 



Looking at your batch over the last 2 years, it has astonished me that even during these trying times you have shown great patience
and resilience and had an incredible quest to seek knowledge.

The batch collectively has excelled in all domains be it in academics, research, higher education, placements & career development,
entrepreneurship, extra-curricular & co-curricular activities and more. Some of you may now have decided what to pursue in the
upcoming years while some may still be exploring new areas. There are no defined paths to success. Always be willing to take risks in
life and be a little adventurous. Stay curious and believe in your strengths and in your intuition. Ups and downs are part of every
journey and those who show patience and strive for excellence will always find success in the end. Accept failures when they come and
stay optimistic about the future ahead. Being a part of India which has a generation of vibrant young minds, I am sure that each of you
will learn from others around us and contribute equally towards making this world a better place to live for us and for the future
generations. The pandemic has also taught us the importance of physical, mental and emotional well-being and so do take care of
yourselves and of people around you. 

In the end, I wholeheartedly congratulate each and every graduating student from the batch of 2022 for their hard work and stupendous
performance. After mentoring you over the past couple of years, I along with the faculty hope that we continue the relationship we have
with each other in the coming years collaborating in a way which benefits you, your juniors and the institution. We are extremely proud
of the entire batch of 2022 and wish you success for your future endeavours. 

MESSAGE : THE PRESIDENT

MESSAGE

Dr.P.Satyanarayanan



MESSAGE

VICE CHANCELLOR 
Prof. Manoj K. Arora

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.” 
- Eleanor Roosevelt

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

- -Andhra Pradesh 



We will follow you wherever you would go. I am sure you will also reciprocate with the same spirit and be equal partner in shaping the
SRM University AP.

We are in the process of setting up the Alumni Relations Office and giving structure to it. The office would be the one stop for you to get
connected with your alma mater. I would therefore urge you to associate with us through our Alumni Student Mentorship Programme,
Alumni Start-ups Programme, Alumni Research and Development Programme and Alumni Financial Support Programme. The details
of these programmes will be shared with you in due course of time either on email or through the Alumni Portal, where you must
register.
  
I trust that the entire alumni of SRM University AP will come forward and provide strong support to the university in its growth. 
I look forward to your continuing involvement in the years to come as we march ahead in unison towards a new zenith of achievements. 
Come, Connect and Construct your Alma Mater.

Affectionately yours,
Manoj K. Arora

MESSAGE : VICE CHANCELLOR 

MESSAGE

Prof. Manoj K. Arora



MESSAGE

As one more batch is all set to embark on a new journey, I would like to convey my heartiest congratulations to this Class of 2022 on
the successful completion of their graduation. It has been a rewarding experience to watch you evolve into flexible and competent
individuals all set to make great strides in life. The university is immensely proud to have nourished each of you with an enriching
learning experience that helped you grow into multifaceted, dynamic personalities capable of rendering valuable contributions to our
society.

The Class of 2022 is flying off, leaving behind a bunch of memories for the university, your teachers, and friends to cherish forever.
The endless list of achievements and every tiny contribution each of you has made to the institution has already brought us laurels
from far and wide. The international accomplishments, enviable placement opportunities, and inspiring research innovations this batch
has made happen bear testimony to the resourceful academic journey you have had here. 

ADVISOR
Prof. Vajja Sambasiva Rao

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

1dhra Pradesh 



While many of you have stepped into globally acclaimed universities for higher studies and research, some amongst you have proved
your mettle as future entrepreneurs and innovators. Let all these prideful achievements be a source of confidence for you to undertake
greater endeavours in the times to come.

Having secured graduation from one of the finest institutions in the country, each of you has amassed a wealth of experience to give
out the best in your chosen field of interest. Let this inspire you to pursue your passion and transform every challenge into a possibility.
We envision each of your growing into accomplished professionals and making outstanding progress in your career. But most
importantly, live your life as true human beings and always hold on to your integrity and self-worth, making all your accomplishments
even more precious. After all, education is not always about academic qualifications and professional growth. At the end of it all, your
persona as an authentic human being is what holds you dearer to the world.

I wish all my dear students an abundance of happiness, love, and success in their lives. Your Alma mater is always looking forward to
hearing the triumphant tales of its students. Come back to us and enlighten your successors with your enriching experiences. Stay
connected with your teachers, friends, and well-wishers who have been there for you through all the thick and thin. May all of you have
an exciting and fulfilling life ahead. 

MESSAGE : ADVISOR

MESSAGE

Prof. Vajja Sambasiva Rao



MESSAGE

My Dear Students,

Congratulations Class of 2022, for successful completion of your graduation. The last 4 years with you was a very exciting journey
where we have put the best efforts to groom you as holistic personalities to face and cope up with the challenging tasks that you may
encounter in your careers. It gives me immense pleasure to know that all of you are entering your aspirational careers with a desire to
learn, a desire to work, focused aim and with ambitions in life: research, higher studies, or entrepreneurship. I most certainly hope that
whatever you have learnt here, you will apply the knowledge and experience in your life. I am sure that you will have abundant
opportunities throughout your career. 

PRO VICE CHANCELLOR
Prof. D. Narayana Rao

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

1dhra Pradesh 



In the past 4 years, you have made us proud in different ways. It is a great achievement for a nascent University to have students like
you who are globally recognised for your talent and expertise. Be it numerous hackathon winnings, placement opportunities, higher
studies opportunities in the best QS ranked Institutions worldwide; you have proved your mettle in every sphere of your academic
pursuits here. I am confident that the coming days will reveal more of you, and we will have good reasons to be more, proud of you. I
wish you all the best in your personal and professional lives. You please be in contact with your Alma Mater, keep motivating your
juniors, and you are always most welcome to visit the University.

MESSAGE : PRO VICE CHANCELLOR

MESSAGE

Prof. D. Narayana Rao



MESSAGE

Dear Class of 2022,
At the outset, I would like to congratulate all of you for successfully completing your graduation with bright flying colours. All of you
would be starting a new phase / journey of your life and career in terms of Higher Education, Jobs, and few of you may become
Entrepreneurs as well. Though, we all faced the Pandemic Covid – 19, you stood bravely against it with all the safety precautions in
and around your living environment. Most of your classes and examinations were conducted in online mode in the past two years to
keep you safe and healthy during the difficult pandemic times and you are all came out successful where you have experienced a
virtual and digital world which shall help you further. The same spirit and fighting nature you showed during the pandemic can
continue further in all aspects of your life. Make sure that you all comeback to the University with your success stories which will help
and inspire your fellow juniors. Your contribution back to the University in all aspects would be a great gesture and can help your
alma - matter. Once again, I congratulate you all and Wishing you all the best for your future journey ahead.

REGISTRAR
Dr. R Premkumar

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 



MESSAGE

Dear Students,
It is great art, possibly the greatest art to know when to move, when to break the roots, often in pain and tears, to shake
hands to say 'goodbye' . The time has arrived to say goodbye and to move ahead in life.
Every journey must come to an end so that a new journey may begin. It is "sweet though in sadness." But we are proud
and want to congratulate you on your graduation from SRM University AP, one of the most prestigious academic
institutions in the country. 

Let your farewell from this institution open new doors for you. Dear students, your achievements are the evidence of your
hard work and sincere efforts. I wish you all the very best for a bright future ahead. May you achieve success and
enriching experiences wherever you go.

DEAN - SLASS
Prof. Bandi Kamaiah

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

- -Andhra Pradesh 



MESSAGE

Hearty Congratulations Class of 2022, for successful completion of your studies at one of the most promising and upcoming
multi-disciplinary research focused University, i.e., SRM University-AP, Andhra Pradesh.
I am so proud of you all and I wish you all continued success and happiness in whatever you do at both personal and
professional levels. I know how hard you have worked throughout the duration (the most crucial period of your life) you spent
at SRM University-AP, Andhra Pradesh. 
You completed your higher education studies during a devastating global pandemic. No doubt your life during the pandemic
was not normal and highly disrupted. No doubt there was added stress due to the online mode of learning and evaluation
processes. No doubt there was a slice of uncertainty to add fire to the flame.

DEAN - SEAS
Prof. BV Babu

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

---Andhra Pradesh 



Despite all these new situations and challenges, or more precisely because of them, you are more matured and much stronger in your
approach to life, which will, I am sure, take you to places. You are a stronger student having tested yourself with extremely difficult
situations.
You are a stronger professional through campus placements, as you have overcome the unexpected and persevered. You are a
stronger person finding the ingenuity and resolution you did not know you had in you.
Your accomplishments are even more impressive as you carried them out during a worldwide pandemic! Believe in yourselves as I
believe in you—you will make competent, sensitive, empathetic, sensible, and trusting human beings and professionals, and I look
forward to meeting you all again through our alumni chapter meetings across the globe, and when you visit your alma mater at regular
intervals. 
Keep connected always with your alma mater through our Alumni Affairs department and continue to bring laurels and share them with
your SRM Family.
I wish you the Very Best, Class of 2022! God Speed!

MESSAGE : DEAN - SEAS

MESSAGE

Prof. BV Babu



MESSAGE

Finishing a programme from a reputed University is indeed a wonderful achievement. You can all be proud of yourselves.
As you embark upon the next phase of your life, whether higher education or corporate life or your own venture,
remember that you need to succeed. This success however must be based on strong values and ethics. With you
determination, hard work and knowledge, and the blessings of the almighty, I am sure this will happen. I wish you all the
best and do keep in touch, we value you forever. 

DEAN - SEAMS
Prof. Bharadhwaj Sivakumaran

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

- -Andhra Pradesh 



MESSAGE

Congratulations, batch of 2022 ! I am extremely proud of the countless hours of study and hard work that you have put into becoming
graduates of SRM University-AP. 
Education is not like filling a pail, but lighting a fire. Explore! Discover! Dream! 
Excellence isn't a skill - it is an attitude. Keep up your good work and continue to strive for perfection! Belive in yourself and always be
greatful to your parents. 
This is a huge step toward your future, and I will eagerly wait to see what becomes of it. I hope you will all come back and tell us, visit
the campus, and share your news and hard-won wisdom with the students yet to embark on their future journey.

DEAN - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Dr. Vinayak Kalluri

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

1dhra Pradesh 



MESSAGE

I am very happy to congratulate the graduand of 2022. All the students had made a tough journey during the last few years. The
students were very cooperative during the time of COVID-19 pandemic. They tried their best to adopt the new and sudden change in
the mode of the learning process. I have a very special connection with 2022 batch due to various reasons. Few engineering students,
who took minor in physics, are excellent. Four students of B.Tech CSE did research project under my supervision. For Mr. Bennet
Benny, B.Sc Physics, I played a role of a GURU. Mr. Bennet Benny made me proud and proved that he is an asset to SRM University
AP. 
Mr. Somu Koushik did a commendable work. I will be missing his interactions and his queries related to the research project. I am
proud of Mr. Koya Avinash for getting an admission to the University of South Florida, USA. He was extremely focused to pursue his
higher studies in a specific area. I wish to congratulate all the students whom I taught and was a mentor to. 
Best wishes for a successful and healthy life.

ASSOCIATE DEAN IN-CHARGE SCIENCES: SEAS

Prof. Ranjit Thapa

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

-Andhr11 Pradesh 



MESSAGE

Dear Class of 2022 graduates,

It's a pleasure to see you grow, learn, and earn your degree from the fast-growing university, SRM University-AP, Andhra Pradesh.
Strategic planning, smart work with dedication leads to success. Please be sure about your career goals and plan accordingly. 

My hearty congratulations on achieving your degree and best wishes.

FORMER ASSISTANT DIRECTOR - ALUMNI AFFAIRS

Dr. Sujith Kalluri

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 
----,\ndhru Pradesh 



MESSAGE

In this world of competition everyone is busy running the rat's race. Here at SRM University AP, we are happy that you did not focus
on Competition to become glorified rats. And I am delighted that you focused on Competence.

As you journey through life, remember to increase your capability quotient so that you remain much ahead of competition. And in this
entire journey always be Yourself. 

My prayers, love and blessings will always be with you. I will cherish the memories we created together. May there be laurels all the
way.

FACULTY IN-CHARGE: ALUMNI AFFAIRS

Dr. Srabani Basu

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

---Andhra Pradesh 
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Department of Computer Science and Engineering



MESSAGE

Dear 2022 batch of graduating students!
Graduating from SRM University-AP, Andhra Pradesh is an accomplishment. You were exposed to a high-quality teaching and learning
environment during your four years of physical and virtual presence at SRM University AP. We provided an excellent practical and industry
exposure to the entire batch of students. Most of your batch mates carried out world class research activities in cutting edge technologies in
collaboration with the faculty members of the University. Many students from your batch published research papers in quality international
conferences and journals. I was also very much impressed by your campus placement performance (100% placements, average salary more
than 8 lakhs). More than 200 students from your batch got admission to pursue graduate studies in very good Universities abroad. Overall,
your batch did very well in academics, research, and higher studies. My dear students please remember that you must pursue lifelong
learning, and work with passion and enthusiasm to get success in any type of profession. I wish you to achieve many great things in your
personal and professional life!  
All the Best to all of you.

HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT
Prof T Raghunathan

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

---Andhra Pradesh 



Rohan Sambidi got admission to the MS program at Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago with a
scholarship of $16,000. He also got admission into Arizona State University with a scholarship of $10,000.

Mr. Sirivanth Paladugu got admission into University of Chicago which is QS ranked 10 to pursue his Masters
Program in Analytics.

Yedlapalli Sree Bhavana got admission for an MS program into Boston University, USA.

Mr. Mohammed Jahangir Abbas has got admission into IVY League - Cornell University in Ithaca, New York (
QS # 21 ) for Fall 2022. 

Mr. Sumanth Kongani, received admission offer into Imperial College London (QS Rank # 7) to pursue
Masters in Machine Learning and Data Science.

Ms. Jaswitha Reddy got admission into University of Chicago which is QS ranked 10 to pursue her Masters
Program.

151 students from this batch got admission in foreign Universities to pursue Masters Programme and 11
students out of these 151 have got admitted in Universities having QS rank less than 50. Around 36 students
have got scholarship of 10000 USDs. 

Student Achievements



Adesh Gupta
AP18110010058

Volante Systems(Canada)

International offers

ALEX MARTIN MASON
AP18110010215

PVP JAPAN

Ravi Srihitha
AP18110010388

PVP JAPAN

MD.JAHANGIR ABBAS
AP18110010109

Predli 



Edala Naveen
AP18110010120

Cross over

International offers

NANDIPATI SAI RAKESH
AP18110010235

SYBYL

MAHAVADI SRIHARI
KRISHNA

AP18110010487
SYBYL

OBULASETTI PURNA VAMSI
GUPTHA

AP18110010650
SYBYL



ECE
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MESSAGE

It gives me immense pleasure to know that our ECE Department 2018-22 batch are passing out with 100% placement and more than 20
higher education/MS admission offers in prestigious Universities in USA. My best wishes and congratulations to all the pass out batch
students for their future and wish to see our students reach many heights in their career with integrity and make the SRM University AP
and the country proud with their exemplary leadership skills and personality.

Thank you.

Prof Ramesh Vaddi

HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

---Andhra Pradesh 



TOP RECRUITERS

ANALOG 
DEVICES 

AHEAD OF WHAT'S POSSIBLE™ 

OPTUM™ 



MARQUEE OFFERS

SAI JNANESWAR JUVVISETTY
AP18110020135
Analog Devices

VELLAMPALLI MEDHA V 
SUBRAHMANYA ADITYA

AP18110020075
Analog Devices

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTSSTUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS



STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTSSTUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS

NOMULA VENKATESH
AP18110020015

Kore.ai

CHINNABATTUNI AVINASH
AP18110020006

Byjus

BANDI VEDA SAHITHI
AP18110020130
ZS Associates

TIRUMANI SOMESWARI 
SAIRUSHITHA

AP18110020208
Optum 

DODDI YAMINI DURGA PRADEEP
AP18110020221

Bajaj Finserv

KAMMILI NIMESHIKA SRI
AP18110020243

Bajaj Finserv

GOGINENI SREE SINDHU
AP18110020140

ADMITKARD

SUPER DREAM OFFERS



INTERNATIONAL OFFERS

Sahitha Yalamanchili
AP18110020097

PVP JAPAN



MECHANICAL ENGINEERING '22PRESENTS

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 
-----'Amlhr., Pradub 



MESSAGE

Congratulations to all the graduates and best wishes for the future. I am sure with the learnings you have obtained from SRM University
AP through the four years, you will do well anywhere in the world and achieve the grand success

Prof. Prakash Jadhav

Head of The Department

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 
----,\ndhru Pradesh 



Our final year mechanical students built a multi terrain, multi utility vehicle as part of their capstone project.
Chassis/frame was designed and fabricated by students. They used the spare parts of used TATA, Maruti and
Mahindra vehicles and assembled this unique low cost vehicle. Small video showing the fabrication process is

also attached herewith. Currently the vehicle is available for a test drive in the campus.
Students name : Gompa Sai Venkat, Divyansh Awasthi, Mohammed Tanveer.

Student Achievements • SRM ~ UNIVERSITY AP 



Our final year mechanical student Jithin Peram has just registered his start-up company Amruthik Pvt. Ltd. which
specializes in supplying customized food to various hospitals based on the needs of the patients. He just started

his operations from Guntur.

Student Achievements NIVERSITY AP 



Our final year mechanical students Muvvala Vijaya Kumar Bharagava (left) and Meghna Bonthu (right) have
registered and started their own start-up company, "Realm Tech and Solutions, Hyderabad", which specializes in
video content moderation. The company is already in operation for a few months now, employs 100 people and

billing approximately 32 lakh per month for now.

Student Achievements TYAP 
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MESSAGE

Dear Civil Engineering Students,

It gives me immense pleasure to congratulate you on your successful career paths, besides being the first civil engineering graduating
batch. Your batch's placements in the best companies and master’s admissions abroad into top QS-ranked universities replicate your
talent and high potential. Our faculty at civil engineering are equally happy about all your success. We delight in the time we spent with
you all these four years. It is unforgettable, and I am sure it is a lifetime memory for all of us. With this, I wish you good luck with your
future career endeavours on behalf of all our faculty. 

Dr. GVP Bhagath Singh

H E A D  OF    THE  D E PA R T M E N T

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

---Andhra Pradesh 
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MESSAGE

Dear young graduates, 
It has been a vibrant experience to see you grow at SRM University AP. You are now ready to take up challenges in new age world.
I wish you all the best and achieve greater heights. Stay curious, passionate, and positive

Dr. Pranab Mandal

Head of The Department

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

---Andhra Pradesh 



Mr. Bennet had an outstanding performance during his BSc
Physics by Research program. Mr Bennet is:

1) Recipient of prestigious  Erasmus Mundus Scholarship of
33,600 EURO and with 100 % tuition fee waiver to pursue
QuanTEEMMaster in the University Bourgogne Franche-
Comté France, TechnischeUniversität Kaiserslautern,
Germany, Aarhus Universitet, Denmark and Moscow
Institute of Physics And Technology, Russia.

2) NTU–India Connect Research Programme 2022 (Spring
term Jan – June, 2022) for research titled “Computational
Study of Systems of Self-Driven Particles at Nanyang
Technological University (NTU), Singapore. 

3) Published a research article titled “Design principle of
MoS2/C heterostructure to enhance the quantum
capacitance for supercapacitor application” in the Journal of
Energy Storage(IF 6.583)

4) Awarded Sakura Internship Program 2019 at the Japan
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST),
Japan for research work on electronic structure calculations
using DFT and QMC computational methods.

StudentAchievements



Ms Sreelekha has received several accolades during her
four year BSc Physics by Research including:

1) One-year internship with Prof. Sreeram Ramakrishna for
research project titled “Fiber material with moisture retention
capacity with thermal tolerance and method for
manufacture”at the National University of Singapore (NUS),
Singapore 2022.

2) Filed and Published a patent titled “A fibre material with
moisture retention capacity with thermal tolerance and a
method for manufacture” Application number 202141023375
(2021).

StudentAchievements



VANKADARU GURUMANIKYA VASAVI DUTT
SRM University-AP's first Ph.D Scholar 
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THE ECONOMICS 
DEPARTMENT



MESSAGE

Congratulations Graduates! 
You've invested your heart & soul to reach here and now a vast new world awaits you to achieve your high aims. 
Continue to dream big, because as someone once said, you begin your journey to achieve great goals only when you dream about them. 
Embark to know yourself and pause to consider why you are here. Aim for the stars, nothing less. 
All the very best from the bottom of my heart!!

Dr. Suvvari Anandarao

Head of The Department

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

---Andhra Pradesh 
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MESSAGE

Congratulations on becoming a graduate! 
As you celebrate your success, this ventures into the beginning of a new chapter of pursuing your specialization with utmost passion.
 This is a milestone you must feel proud of and simultaneously realize the responsibility of need to contribute to the society in your field
and light the way to the rest. 
Each one of you is unique and special in your own way. Keep following your passion, accomplish and reach greater heights! My best
wishes to all your future endeavours!

Dr. Ayesha Parveen Haroon

SRM 
UNIVERSITY AP 

---Andhra Pradesh 
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Thanks for everything...

Chebrolu Venkata Sai Kiran
B.Tech, CSE



Hello everyone, I’m Vaishnavi this is the period of time to brief about how I met my friends in SRM University AP. Before

that I would like to say college life is the most enjoyable, lovable, memorable, and fanciful phase of our life with lots of

nostalgic and heart-warming memories. And yes! College period has been the best phase of my life. 

I am a B.Tech final year student and have spent complete 4 years with my lovely friends. They were strangers to me 3

years ago but now, I think I know them better than anyone else does.

 

 I remember how we met each other for the first time on the ‘Orientation ceremony’ day. We all looked a bit nervous and

excited simultaneously. We all were new faces to each other. But being classmates, we came forward and shook hands.

We would take lots of photographs during classes, have our lunch all together in the cafeteria, group study in the library

and chit-chat for hours etc. Seriously anything! Our classroom ‘masti’ had no expiry date. 

Addala Sai Sri Vaishnavi
B.Tech, CSE



Coming to extra-curricular activities. The fest time used to be

fantastic. There used to be chaos everywhere in the campus and

every single person would be found busy in either organizing events

or managing them.

We would participate in so many events, whatever be the scenario

we knew how to enjoy and we still keep going on. I know one day

this enjoyment will come to an end, but we still hope for the best

and move on with years full of unforgettable memories, years full of

ups and downs, years full of joy and tears, years of togetherness.

Addala Sai Sri Vaishnavi
B.Tech, CSE

' '/ 
~ --



I have started my Journey in SRM University AP with lots of confusions

and some what nervousness. On the first day I have met one girl and

then after 3 days I met some people and slowly we  came to know

each other and became a gang at the end of sem-1. 

I learned lot many things from friends and we did combined studies

before exams near the grand stairs, library steps. And one of our

favorite places is the cafeteria. m

Most of the time we spent time there with friends and have fun on

each other, doing assignments etc.

Chebrolu Rukmini
B.Tech, CSE
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Chebrolu Rukmini

Every day in evening we went for walks near the

parking lot. I have lot of memories there.

Sometimes I cried due to some reasons my

friends have supported me very much and one of

my close friend is teju dronavalli she is my best

friend. Even though we got some ups and downs,

and we have overcome that and became more

and more close. We miss those days.

Hoping same friendship forever. Miss You Guys,

Miss you SRM University AP.

Class activities with Nimai Mishra sir

B.Tech, CSE



Chebrolu Rukmini
B.Tech, CSE
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Chebrolu Rukmini
B.Tech, CSE
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Day-by-Day together we went to classes, dinner, did some group studies for

exams, assignments and also, we spent the time by playing games and

talking in our favourite places during weekends in the college.

We had our fights, mis-understandings but all of that lead us to know more

about each other and understand how to work during tough times.

also had a group in class/hostel where we have become so close because we

always discuss about when to wake up next day, gossips, class timings,

assignments, project deadlines and code outputs.   

I have a group of people where we always bring out the best of each other. It all started during my 1st year

training when I went to the mess along with some of them and then slowly, we have all become friends. 

A GANG...!

Meka Varsha
B.Tech, CSE



Now all I can say is, during the time that I had spent with all of them I had learnt a lot about life, studies

and howto  evolve ourselves as responsible individuals.

I have different group of people in different situations and I am always very grateful for the bond that I

have formed with each one of them here because though we are divided by departments, sections and as

day scholars, hostelers but at last we all come under the roof of this university which makes us one.

Meka Varsha
B.Tech, CSE



Damarla Vijay Sai Nag
B.Tech, CSE

My journey at SRM University AP has been one of its kind. There are

moments of all shades: happy, sad, interesting , boring....and the list goes

on. 

What I will mostly cherish, is the time spent with friends, those anxious

moments before the exams, the parent like guidance of faculty members,

and the friendly environment. 

The memories created will remain alive in my heart and mind forever.



I am Vinod Krishna Polineni, for my alumni yearbook I would like to share how I made my friends at SRM University

AP as follows:

I have met my friends at the orientation classes of my freshman year and got acquainted there, later we decided to

book for hostel rooms to experience the college life at the campus as none of us were hostellers before, after

attending our classes daily we used go for snacks at the mess and sit at the basketball court and talk with others,

enjoy the breeze and sometimes play badminton nearby, later at night we met more hostellers from different parts

of our country and made friends with many of them and after dinner we used to play some games and left back to

our rooms when the warden called for attendance, every weekend we also played football at the grounds and met

international students for the first time, many at times we watched football matches along with our English professor

at night in the hostel corridor, we also completed our assignments, explained each other about concepts one couldn’t

understand and discussed about questions taught to us in different sections while preparing for the examinations,

overall we made lasting memories at the college and learnt a lot in life through our stay in the campus, whenever I

were to look back at our college times I only draw positivity and passion. I am grateful to the campus, our staff and

friends for such an enriching time. - 

Vinod Krishna Polineni
B.Tech, CSE



I met these two incredible souls in University Hostel. Akhila Reddy(right) was my

temporary roommate, while Khushboo Sharma(left) was my neighbor. Akhila and I

were together from the first day of university whereas Khushboo and I bonded when

everyone except us on our floor went home. From then on, our countless sleepovers,

late-night study sessions and dancing to old Bollywood classics started. Thank you for

creating memories with me that I couldn’t imagine making with anyone else.

Every moment I spent with you shone. Because the weather was good, because the weather was bad

and because the weather was good enough. I loved every moment of it.

Himanshi Chauhan
B.Tech, CSE

I met these amazing guys through a common friend. Even though we all had

different majors, and came from different cultures but together we had an

amazing chemistry. From pulling each other’s legs (literally), making time to

have snacks together, still maintaining our bond during covid( A special

shoutout to Zoom) to taking that one hell of a trip to Hyderabad we created and

lived some amazing moments which I will keep cherishing forever.



From home to school and to University I have spent a quarter of my

life with this guy who has been my annoying brother and junior the

whole time. He is someone who fought with me but also cheered me

when I couldn’t take another step, and for being my biggest supporter

through everything. You were my home away from home. I met

Alekhhya through him and found an amazing friend in her. Staying up

late to talk about life, or crushes, or even something as trivial as a tv

show plot and coming with me to explore new places. Whether it was

distance, new jobs, new opportunities, or just hectic schedules, you

were constant in my life.

Everybody has a home team: 

It’s the people you call when

something terrible happens. 

It’s the people who, near or far, know

everything that’s wrong with you and

love you anyways. 

These are the ones who tell you their

secrets, who get themselves a glass

of water without asking when they’re

at your house. 

These are your people, your middle-

of-the-night, no-matter-what people. 

These people are my home team!



I was one of many who fell in love with the SRM

University AP infrastructure, diversity it had, and

laboratories (especially the BMW engine ;) which

never worked). I was one among the students when I

first enrolled in the institution in 2018, and it was

Freshers Day that I first gained attention for my guitar

performance eventually made me to get active on my

YouTube channel for posting my guitar recordings. My

interest gradually grew in photography, where I

joined the photography club and initially captured

images with my phone. However, my desire to

experiment with the art of light was not satisfied by

the phone, so I ultimately decided to get my very first

DSLR. 

Pabolu Mohan Aditya
B.Tech, Mech



When life is going at a good pace, the covid which disrupted everything, schools, universities, whole world got

shutdown, people are suffering a lot, being an NSS volunteer at the campus I decided to contribute something to

society from myside, so I have designed, developed and manufactured a biodegradable and low-cost face shield

which I distributed more than 1000+ face shields to doctors, police and frontline workers, got a good appreciation

and support from university and government of AP. I was really pleased when the face shield work appeared on

numerous websites, newspapers, news channels, and social media websites. I owe a dept of gratitude to Pro VC

sir, who first exposed me to the world of patents, I was able to file my first Indian design patent and get it granted

for my face shield. Every student did his best to become accustomed to the online learning environment when

courses first began using it, including me. While it is exceedingly difficult to complete tasks outside during a

pandemic, it is impossible for mechanical engineers to do projects at home. We need a lot of support from our

parents and team at this point, therefore they play a major role in the situation. 

SRM student gets copyright for 
eco-friendly face shield design 
It's made of 
cardboard and 
reusable plastic 
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT 
VIJAYAWADA 

P. Mohan Aditya, a student 
of SRM University-AP, has 
been granted a copyright for 
the design of a biodegrada
ble face shield for humans. 

The third year mechani
cal engineering student has 
developed a useful face 
shield made from bio-de
gradable subscances and 
named it 'Facial Shield 2.0' 
as it is an improved version 
of the ordinary face shields. 
The innovative features ad
ded to it helped him earn the 
copyright. 

Last year on May 16, Adi
tya filed an application on 
the face shield design under 

~ 

P. Mohan Aditya with his face 
shield. 

the IPR (Intellectual Proper
ty Rights) with Indian Patent 
Office in Kolkata. This year a 
copyright was granted with a 
design application number 
329364~001. 

The face shield 2.0 serves 
as the outer defence to the 
mucous membranes (nose, 
eyes and mouth), comes 
with a transparent visor 

made of a chin layer of 175-
micron reusable plastic and 
a highly durable headband 
made from 3 ply corrugated 
cardboard. 

The cardboard's bursting 
strength is 16 kg/sq.cm, 
which is quite durable yet 
lightweight. At an affordable 
cost of tlS, it comes with an 
elastic band adjustable for 
all head sizes. 

Education Minister Adim
ulapu Suresh, who met the 
student at the Secretariat, 
appreciated his efforts. 
"Keeping in mind the envi
ronmental degradation fac
tor, I chose reusable plastic 
and cardboard that are easi
ly degradable," he said. 

SRM University-AP presi
dent P. Satyanarayana, Vice
Chancellor V.S. Rao and Pro 
Vice-Chancellor D. Narayana 
Rao congratulated him. 
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Fortunately, I have a fantastic team and supportive parents.

Despite coming from different cities, my team worked together

and slept at one of the team member's home (thanks to him for

putting up with us), visiting workshops, and getting excited when

we hammer, weld, lathe, heat and drill the material. We

completed ample number of projects throughout the pandemic

and won three gold medals for two consecutive years on research

day conducted at SRM University AP. If you Google my name,

"Pabolu Mohan Aditya," you may discover several stories about my

face shield and projects that we have completed, which is an

intriguing truth that made me feel more excited.



Had lovely memories in the online classes and made

lots and lots of friends during my college. I think it's

important to live in the moment and enjoy it so that

you'll have memorable moments to look back on...

Because of the pandemic, we somewhat lost out on enjoying our

college years, but we made up for it by having virtually enjoyable

experiences instead—online classrooms, turning off our camera and

muting mic for entire class, working on other tasks during the class,

taking online tests, power cuts :) and more! 



Had lovely memories in the online classes and made lots and lots of friends during my

college. I think it's important to live in the moment and enjoy it so that you'll have

memorable moments to look back on...
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End of another chapter, ready
for upcoming chapters filled

with fun. 
- Navya Sri Mididodla 

Thankyou for making me know
 who I am. 

- Monika Chowdary Mothukuri

Never lose up your dreams and
attempt to get m knowledge and

experience as possible.
- Adarsh Gupta 

When everyone of your gang don't 
divide chapters to read before exam

- D.Sai Manohar

Graduation is not only learning,also
full of fun,enjoyment and lots of

memories.
- Chebrolu Rukmini 

COVID vacations take up half of 
my btech existence.
- Pabba Sumanth 

I Am SRM
- K. Sree Rama Murthy

Life goes on...
- Bait Yash Sudhakar

Photo
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Good pals make it bearable.
- Asritha Pidikiti

I wish there was a way to know you
are in good old days, before you’ve

actually left them.
- Epperla Karthik

Inbetween fresher's and farewell,
 life happened
- Nandhini G

In our life, friend is a chapter in it.
Some chapters teaches you good and

some teaches you bad.
- Kotipalli Sindhu
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Never put off till tomorrow what you
can do the day after tomorrow just as

well.
- Hemanth Phani Sai Mothukuri

Students Like me are the best
Examples of saying “ Life shows

you Hell. Until you reach Heaven “
-Lokesh Kumar Reddy

I enjoyed every moment in the
college.

- Majeti Lakshmi Raghava
Vamsi Krishna

“The most amazing things that can
happen to a human will happen to you,
if you just lower your expectations.” 

-Phil's-Osophy.
- Laya Yarramsetti

"U can tell a LOT about a person
from his BIOGRAPHY" 

-Phil's-Osophy.
- Gowtham Pasupuleti

Well I'm graduated now, yet
there's a lot to learn!!.

-Kondisetty Leelasri Ananya 
 
 
 

Last but not least, I express my
gratitude to Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V.

-Sharmila Nagu Yasalapu
 
 
 

It’s not the destination it’s the
journey , anyways we should leave

this train and catch up the next one
-  Jammula Jahnavi

 
 
 
 

Btech is not at all like happy days!
But, it’s a different kind of roller

coaster that I will 
remember for a lifetime. 

-M Supraja Rama
 
 
 

"Time is what you 
have and don't" 

-Harshitha Bokkisam
 
 

It was tough. It could have been 
better. But it was worth it.

- Beulah John

Go with the flow
-Nithin Teja Paduchuru
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Covid stayed longer than our
batch. #veda2022

- Veda Gayathri Ravi

Not much enjoyed my clg life
due to 2 years of covid pandemic

- K Venkata Sai Vamsee
Krishna

Congratulations on getting
through the easiest part of life

- Hima Kailash Goud
Kancherla

Things end but lessons and 
memories last forever 

- Vinnakota Naga Sai Sri Navya 

"Completed my 4 years of
engineering".
Thank You❤ 

- Harekrishna Shah

The once in a life-time 
experience we would ever get

- Varsha Meka

Not only studies but do some
activities which you like :) 

- Sakshi Singh 
 
 
 

Thank you for all the 
memoriess...

- Laveti Sampad Achary
 
 
 

Crescat scientia 
- Jaswitha Reddy Guntaka

 
 
 
 

Journey Of UnPredictability
- KOVVURI MANOHARA
SURYA KIRAN REDDY

 
 
 

"I think that pretty much 
sums it up"

- Aditya Bera
 
 

4 Years of college and now I 
officially prove HAPPY DAYS 

was a scam!!!
- HRUSHITHA PUTTALA
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Believe it ! Hakuna matata
- Vnsgsantosh darbha 

“You miss 100% of the shots 
you don’t take.”

- Aravapalli Venkata
Gopichand

CSE
- Krishna Chaitanya Allena

Well, the real life starts now. 
All the best!!

- Nuttakki Kausiki 

Smile is contagious, 
so is humor :)

-Venkat Abhiram Parimi
 
 
 

Had lots of beautiful memories
here that always remains in

my heart
- Maddu Meher Ramya

 
 
 

Keep Rocking
: Addressless Creatives

- Jagruth K
 
 

I wish China never existed! 😅
- B Esh Goud

Still processing the
transition from Silence! to

Unmute! 
-Achalla Sruthi Chandrika

 
 
 

"Can I please stay another year? 
– said no one."
- Kunal Goel

 
 

I know that I will look back on 
these days as being the happiest 

of my life.
- Divyasri Karampudi 

Endless memories, experiences and 
learnings thanks for being 

my home for 4 years!!
- T.V.L.Neeraja
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Work hard in Silence, 
Let your success do the noise

- Boina Eswar Chandu 

#My Favourite Place, 
#My University

- Gundla Rageswari
 
 

Be confident, work hard, enjoy every
moment and go achieve your Dreams!
Nothing can stop you from living the

life you have imagined.
- Eduri Sriya Samaja

 
 
 

“I’d wish you the best of luck but I
believe luck is a concept created by the

weak to explain their failures.” 
- Steve Abraham Varghese

Fun
- Avula Juhi Sai

Graduation is the first step of
the next chapter of our lives.

- Swetha Gadey

Never ever could imagine such a productive,
joyful, and memorable journey when I first

thought to join SRM AP. I wish to get
another chance to spend some more time

-Lingamaneni Harshitha
 
 
 

Wherever you go, go with all
your heart

- Ammu Naga Sai Prakash
 
 

Endless memories, experiences and 
learnings thanks for being 

my home for 4 years!!
- T.V.L.Neeraja

"Wake up to reality! Nothing ever goes as
planned in this world. The longer you live,
the more you realize that in this reality,
only pain, suffering, and futility exist."

-G Bhaskar Rama Suresh
 
 
 

Well, I took a quiz and it turns
 out I put career before men!!!!! 

- COO CHIPP INC

- Snehitha Barukula
 

Yessss! I look great that's the only thing 
I'm best at  and being introverted. 

I am forever grateful for my teacher 
COVID seasons 1, and 2 and for continuing. 

- Bandi Mouna Shivshankar
 
 

My university motto - 
“If tomorrow isn’t the due date,

 today isn’t the do date”
- Kuracha Venkata Sai Alekhya
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I’m way cuter in person.
- Sarayu Vagicharla 

"No one warned me about the 
2 years I had to spend at home"

~ 7th sister, Chipp Inc.
- Lakshmi Vallala

 
 

A fable to talk for ages,
 That every day had been a 

different story. 
- Manoj Manike

Endless memories, experiences and 
learnings thanks for being 

my home for 4 years!!
- T.V.L.Neeraja

Once upon a time,
 I didn’t like pizza. 

- Bhavana Yedlapalli
 

 "Time to truncate our Brain cells" ~
Chipp CTO Incendero
- Sumanth Kongani

 
 

“Life is not all about 
silver and gold, mate”

 - Captain Jack Sparrow 
- Prabhu Avula

 
 

Welcome to the real world. It
sucks. You’re gonna love it! 

- Roja Kuchipudi 

I'm fine! Totally fine! I don't know why
it's coming out all loud and squeaky
because really... [deep-pitched voice]

 I'M FINE!

- Karthik Sai Ram Kotam 

"Do you have a plan?"
 I don’t even have a pla.

- Sai Sanjana Panchakarla 

“See kids, I told you your
mother was hot back in

 under-grad.”
- Bhavana Dasari

 
 
 

Nothing 
- Rishi sai Subhash Pasupuleti 

 
 

BTech Journey will always be a
special part in student's life and
in SRM it's much more special..! 
- Sai Praveen Kumar Tadiparthi
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Do not give up on your dreams.
Keep Sleeping 

- Sowmya Kothamasu

I came, I saw, I conquered. 
- Akula Venkata Kota 

Satyanarayana
 
 

How lucky I am to have
something that makes saying

GOODBYE SO HARD
- Shaik Shakila Begum

Path of success is awaiting with
many alluring parking spaces. So, just

 "Make it Happen!"
-Krishna Tejaswi Dronavalli

 
 

Finally, a degree from SRM University is going 
to serve as the ultimate base to the journey
 I am taking to achieve my dreams towards

 a successful carrier of my life. 
-Ganugapati Venkata Arun Krishna

Satyanarayana
 
 

Blissful, My journey is short framed yet
 the memories are eternal. Never imagined
that I’d complete my undergrad  exams

 at home in my pajamas. 
-Mounika Simhadri
Satyanarayana

 
 

At the starting days we are happy
with friends and sad with exams
but online made our story "Ulta"

- Geeta Kiranmai

Tackle every situation 
with a smile.

- Kantamani Venkat Rathan

It's proved yet again that DAD's
choice was the BEST!

- Yadlapalli Sai Harshini

Ctrl c + Ctrl v 
- D Hema Srihitha 

 
 
 

A sweet ending
 to a new beginning!!

- Shaik Himani 
 
 

"Well, I'm not usually one for
speeches. So, goodbye." 

-Ron Swanson
- Rohan Reddy Sambidi
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Late realisation happened when you
came

hear with no plan
-Patcha kali prasad babu

ohh!! I just forgot the semicolon
-Gunturu Hemanth Sai Kumar

 
 
 

Cumulative final exams are like fights
in relationships. Why must we continue

to bring up the past? What's done is
done.

-Baana Lakshmi Narayana Reddy
 
 
 
 
 

Being consistent and true to ourselves
can change success from 403

Forbidden :( to 200 ok ;).
-Shahab Hashmi

 
 
 
 

If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go

together.
-Rushank Jain

 
 
 

Give your best and forget the
rest

-Paladugu Venkata Hemanth
 
 
 

and in between freshers' and
farewell , life happened. It's

warm memories of the past and
big dreams for the future.

- Savya sree Adudotla
 
 
 
 

You are neither the past nor the
future.. You are the present.

-Bandi Veda Sahaja

Collecting memories
-Zakiya Pathan

 
 
 
 

A big thank you to my friends,
family, and teachers for making

me who I am today.
-Bachu Sai Alekhya

 
 
 
 

What I remember most about my
Undergraduate journey are the

memories I created with my friends.
-Peteti Sravani

At last, we all are stories
 so create a good one..

-Jay Namgiri
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How can I sum up my amazing
time here in such a short space?

-Talluru Aditya Prakash
 
 
 
 
 

The ever haunting question since
my SSC is that "What next?".

Now I understood that I have to
live with it forever.
- Ramyasree Avula

 
 
 
 
 

I'm usually not one for inspiration so
goodbye....yundaa

-Bonugunta Parvathi Sreeya

Do or don't, there is no try
-Manas Narayan Dube

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Don't miss me. Just text me
@varundeepak_chowdary 😉

-Gudhe Varun Deepak
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lots of mountain dews, monsters and
red bulls ;)

-Sai Abhishree Pappusetty
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nothing is permanent.
-Toluganti Divya Reddy

Trapped In Yearbook Factory, 
Send Help.

-Shobhit Gupta
 
 
 
 

"Goodbye old friend. May the force be
with you" - Obi-Wan Kenobi.
-Peddinti Durga Vyshnavi

 
 
 
 
 
 

"Obi-Wan, May the force be with you."
- Anakin Skywalker.

-Sindhu Varshini Pamidimukkala
 
 
 
 
 

Never see end in sight just stay
on the move always
-Velaga Sai Surya

 
 
 
 

" Economy is just an exchange of
unpleasant tasks " - KR² , CEO ,

CHIPP
-Ruthvik Reddy
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There is no elevator for success. 
You have to take the stairs. 

- EVS Sushma

Time is everything which turns a
 caterpillar to a beautiful

butterfly.
- Addala Sai Sri Vaishnavi

Congratulations on our
graduation & best wishes for

our next adventure!
- Chebrolu Venkata Sai Kiran

Life is so unprecedent you never now
what will happen so enjoy 

the moments that you have .
- Sher Mohammad Imam Jafar Sadiq

I don't say the happiest days but
I can say the best days of my

life are here. 
- Guntur Tanwin Chowdary

 I hear SRM slogan 
"learn.leap.lead" which is

 still dream of most students.
- Dileep Kumar Bondada 

Your time is limited, so don't
waste it living someone else's

dream .
- Dinesh Naraharasetty

The end of this journey 
means the start of

 another one.
- Tummala Revanth Kumar

Rollercoaster
- Narne Deepika

Class of '22 signing off.
- Taruni Kadiyala

Where tomorrow starts today
in SRM-AP.

- Gopala Krishna Chennu

Live your life as if you already 
are where you want to be.

- N. Harshith
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Don't wait for second
opportunity to prove yourself.

- Matlapudi Pavaneswar Satya

Comparison makes you feel
your life like a race. Just try

to enjoy your journey.
- Sai kumar Nuthalapati

 

"It's KAMIKAZE time, it's gonna
blow your mind" 

- Kamikaze Shooters 
- Ajay Kumar

Beautiful thing is all about
learning and no one 

can take it away from us..
- Kotha Udhika Meghana

Be a student as long as you
 still have something to learn.

- Gaddam Haveela

A tank full of memories 
and good moments.

- Kodukula Revanth

All our dreams can come
true if we have the

courage to pursue them.
- Sai Likhitha Kaveti 

It was a wild ride. 
The memories I've made are gonna

stay in my heart forever.
- Sourish Mukherjee 

We are Engineers now, 
done and dusted! 
- Gurram Aparna

End to the first 
part of my life .
- J Sumanth 

 

Don’t wait till tough times 
end to enjoy life. 

Live your moments, be happy.
- Abhay Rastogi 

People - How did you 
make it till here? 

Me - uhm...uhm.. Magic!
- Sreeja Y
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Best time I've ever had 
-Rachana M V N S

 
 

How lucky I am to have
something that makes saying

GOODBYE SO HARD
-Rachana M V N S

A bunch of smiles and 
lots of memories 
-Kethan Pothula 

 
 

Cumulative tests are similar to
arguments in relationships.  Why
do we have to keep bringing up
the past? The work is finished.

- Bharat Chundru
 
 

 
 
 
 

How you doin'? 
-Rahul Korraprolu 

Completed graduation in 
a blind of eyes 

-Sathvik Udayagiri 

Tons of laughs guaranteed
with best gang

-Amulya Kolisetty 

.
-Chaitanya Krishna

Pasula 
 
 
 

In between freshers and farewell, that sums
up all the learning, memories, success and

failure we cherish for a lifetime.
- Nalluri Sushma 

 
 

Fun, Learning, Improving,
Grateful

- Mogili Nikhita
 
 

I am usually not one 
for speeches, so goodbye
- Khushboo Sharma

Online exams helps 
- Akhila Reddy 

The Suspicious Partner Ep 3 29:31
- Himanshi Chauhan



End of anothe chapter, ready
for upcoming chapters filled

with fun. 
- Navya Sri Mididodla 

Never lose up your dreams and
attempt to get m knowledge and

experience as possible.
- Adarsh Gupta 

Graduation is not only learning
and also full 

of fun and enjoyment and lots of
memories.

- Chebrolu Rukmini 

COVID vacations take up half of 
my btech existence.
- Pabba Sumanth 

I Am SRM
- K. Sree Rama Murthy

Ever loved someone so much, well
make some

one yourself and do whatever
you want

- kaushiks sai avula
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Walked in with heavy bags 
Walked out with heavy heart

- Akula Rohith Kumar 

Winners and losers have the 
same goals.

- Guturu Venkata Sai Dheeraj

Ever loved someone so much, well
make yourself and do whatever you

want
- Kaushiks sai Avula

 Transformative education is a
candle that lights our paths when

darkness shows its ugly face.
- Kunapareddy Shyam Prasad 

Thank you. I would like to thank 
Dr. Anirban Ghosh sir especially.

- Gummadi Sai Dheeraj

I will enjoy the college life and I
will experiences on my arrear

exams 
- Kota Venkata Sai Ganesh

LEGEN wait for it DARY, 
LEGENDARY

- Jathin Reddy

We are all Asians, 
not B-sians or C-sians.

- Suraj Gamini 

Trust yourself 
that you can do it and get it

- Tanmai Ponnuru 

Learning is never done 
without errors and defeat !!

- Chinta Sai Chandra Kiran

Congratulations to us, 
let each page of 

book be meaningful. 
- Gurram Sravya

Enjoy your time when you can 
but beware of subjects 

don't let them enjoy along with you.
- Nunna Surya Katam Raju 



End of anothe chapter, ready
for upcoming chapters filled

with fun. 
- Navya Sri Mididodla 
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"College life is like a ship; as you go back over
your memories, you start crying tears of love,

care, and, most importantly, friendship"
 In between freshers and farewell, life

happened...
- Bhargavi Siddineni

"Bang-Bang"
- Pemmaraju Srikari

Haha, thanks.
- Damaraparapu Vinayak 

Kumar

"You will face many defeats 
in life ,but never let yourself 

be defeated"
-Syed Sumaiah

"JUST THE BEGINNING"
-K.V.Dinesh 

Everybody wants a happy ending.
Right? 

But it doesn't always roll that way.
- Muthyala Rahul  

No exam ever, is the final Exam
of life. Result of 'one Exam is

not' Result of life
- Dhushyanth Dharmavarapu

 
 
 

Finally, I am graduated thanks to
online exams.

- Adarsh mahankali

Never ever ask or even listen to 
anyone's suggestions.Make one.

- V. Chaitanya Badri Sai

happy to be a student of SRM .
Looking ahead to the future.
- PhaniTeja Rachakonda

Being popular is cool but the
North Pole is even cooler.

- B Veda Sahithi

It’s the little things in life
- Sai Harsha Golu
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End of anothe chapter, ready
for upcoming chapters filled

with fun. 
- Navya Sri Mididodla 

I wish there was a way to know
you’re in the good old days

before you’ve actually left them.
- Akula Himavanth

Wait! What? I'm a graduate now? I
still can't believe it! Lol coz I have
never been to class just kidding it

was online in the end 😂
-J Sumanth 

Many wonderful memories, in
a journey to fulfill dreams.
- Tavva Aditya Siddharda

Accept everything, step forward
-K.B.V.Lakshmi

 
 

They are also from your class
only😂

- Sohith Chowdhary Akkineni
 
 
 
 

Make Real Connections!
-Tanuboddi Harinath Reddy

 
 
 

I love Mess Food, more than BE
-Hema Varshini

 
 
 
 
 
 

F.R.I.E.N.D.S, Season 5, Episode
21, 8:35 min

-Swathi Yadlapalli
 
 
 
 
 

Things end but memories last forever,
thank you SRM AP for this wonderful

experience. I love SRM AP and it's always
in my heart...

-Bitragunta Vivek Vardhan
 
 
 
 

"People said no one's perfect",
but here I am----charusoiii

-Yamini Soorineedi
 
 
 
 
 

SUIT UP!
It's_gonna_be_Legen___dary!

-M. Dinesh Datta
 
 
 
 
 

-
- Devi Sai Charan Gunda
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End of anothe chapter, ready
for upcoming chapters filled

with fun. 
- Navya Sri Mididodla 

I cherish the memories, 
the favorite past times 

I had in my life. 
- Gaddam Rohit

A Place where a group of Strangers 
meets turns out to be a beautiful 

family at the end. 
- Sighakolli Venkata Sai Rama Krishna

 
 

Always ask yourself what will make
you happy over the long term .

- Hariharan N

Too short & Too much of 
entertainment' in that 

short time period
- M. Bharat

Enjoy your time cause 
it never comes back 

again in your life……
- K.B.P. Anush Reddy

It was a rollercoaster.
- Lakshmi Sashrika

 Pathuri 

Keep your life simple
- Divyesh Sai Gutta

I never got a chance to write a
programming code on my own and you're
asking me to write my own statement?

- Balamuri Sathvika

Be Yourself
- Gowtham

Never bunk your classes….
 Just kidding! 
- Vulli Akhil

Some graduate with honours, I
am just honoured to graduate .
- Mirza Mohammed Masood

Ali Baig  

When in doubt, chill out.
- Harini Padmaja Solleti
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People say nothing is impossible,
but I do nothing ever day .

- Samineni Naga Sai Nithin
 
 

Thank you for giving all the 
experiences and memories to me

- Gompa Sai Venkat
 
 

Be a character,
Don't play a character

-Shaik Razak
 
 

anāśritaḥ karma-phalaṁ
- Satya Palti

 
 

Live A Little ✨
- Priyanka Goli

 
 
 

I will always cherish the memories,
the favorite past times I had spent

in SRM AP!
- Ravuri Rewant Sai

 
 
 
 

The Rivers that run thin but wide 
are the most far-reaching ever. 

- Shaik Hassan
 
 

Remember when applying for jobs, 
books are judged by their cover!. 

-Morri Venkata Krishna
 Siddartha 

 
 

College life - The journey which
never ends.

- Naveenraj K
 
 
 
 

It's such a nice journey. Learnt
lot of things other than studies
which made a person what I am

today -  Anjaneya Prasad
 
 

Love flies out the window when poverty
comes in the door
-Jithin peram

 
 
 
 
 
 

MISSION PASSED! RESPECT + 99 I
didn't choose the Thug life, the Thug

life chose me.
-Nikhileswar Vanteddu
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Walked in with heavy bags 
Walked out with heavy heart

- Akula Rohith Kumar 

 You wanna lose small,
 I wanna win big.
- Dileep Patted 

 It was pretty fun 
- Tirumalasetti 

Rukmini Meghana
 

Good times and 
many memories ❤ 

- Kotana Phani Sri Rahul
 

Never ever get disappointed when
your hardwork fails

- Parisa Sundeep Kumar 

Nothing to say.
- Kalakoti Smaran

Make every moment awesome, if
you don't, you will be regretted

at the end.
- Parachuri Nithish kumar  

Ya nobody would know..
- Saketh Sripathi

I had become a good
'photographer' rather

 than an engineer.
- Namala Hemanth

"You have no idea how 
high I can fly." 

- Venkata Durga Naga Sai
Praneeth Kothamasu  

No statements 
- Mule . Jyothi

Adios
- Krithikashri sarathy

Lot of memories
- Galla Sravani Sandhya
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 Life gets better when you enjoy
every single moment.
- Pranjal Parwal 

 

Winners and losers have the 
same goals.

- Guturu Venkata Sai Dheeraj

 I don't know, you could put 
some quote in for me

  -Raga Chandra Lekha Kodavali 
 

 Enjoy every moment✨
- Sirisha Ravi

 

 It is good to have an end to 
journey toward; but it is the

 journey that matters, in the end.
- Shaik Husna Bano

 

When everyone of your gang
don't 

divide chapters to read before
exam

- D.Sai Manohar

 What happens in SRMAP,
 stays in SRMAP
- Snigdha Vanga 

 

So what if people don't agree
with you? If it works, it works.

(bestie approved )
- D Purna Chandrika Reddy 

We do not remember days,
 we remember moments.

- Harikka Kola
 

COVID vacations take up half of 
my btech existence.
- Pabba Sumanth 

I Am SRM
- K. Sree Rama Murthy

Walked in with heavy bags 
Walked out with heavy heart

-Akula Rohith Kumar 

I got good friends with good vibes.
Best memories Forever  

-Lohitha pulimi 
 

 This isn’t good bye but 
see you later.

- Vedmutha Akshitha jain
 

 Never imagined of my online
undergraduation #covidtimes
-Chandrasri Laasya Batchu 

 

Made life time memories with the 
 crazy people.Best 3 years of my life.

Thank you SRM for everything.
-Dandamudi Manaswi

 

 A journey which made an
common man to entrepreneur

-Thatikonda Lakshman
 

The best days of my life 
- Sri Padma Nagisetty 
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The best days of my life 
- Sri Padma Nagisetty 

 Forever is a lie, enjoy the 
moment ;• learn from the best 

-Nithin
 

See you all at the 10yr reunion guys. 
Ps: Be on time like us hostelers😉

-Bhupathiraju Lakshmi Sanjana

Despite the lockdown, we spent a
brief  period of time on campus .
- Harsha Vardhan Devineni 

Grateful 
- Aasritha Juvva 



 Forever is a lie, enjoy the 
moment ;• learn from the best 

-Nithin
 

Despite the lockdown, we spent a
brief  period of time on campus .
- Harsha Vardhan Devineni 
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